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geometry of his time into
testulates and theorems. His
-rasterwork The Elements (about
Itr B.C.) is the basis for
geometry books today.

t3. Q,un t4. x,vR
15. W, V Q, T 17. pointX,fi
le. xw ,un 20. 0x .ffi

Are points E, H, B, and C coplanar?
Are points E. H, F, and B coplanar?
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{re the points collinear?

I.A,D.E 2.B.C,D 3.B,C,F 4.A.E.C 5.F,B,D

Are the points coplanar?

5. B,C,D,F 7.A,C,-D,F 8.B,D,E,F g.A,C,E,F

10. Name plane M in another way.

11. What is the intersection of M and, TE ?

12. What is the intersecrion ot TE and FD ?

-{re the following coplanar?

AB
Yes, the plane that contains No, points E, H, and F lie
the three noncollinear points in eiactly one plane,
E, H, and B also contains C. which doesn't contain B.

ts. u,vw,s
-18. ftS, pointX

21. uv,ws

42.

?l

u.
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What is the intersection of plane eRSI and plane RSWV?

What is the intersection of ii and plane eTXu?
Name three lines that intersect at point ,S.

Name two planes that interse.t ut iI
Name another point that is in the same plane as points e, T, and W.

Exs. 1 * 12
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27. Writing SurveYors and

photographers use a tripod, or three-

legged stand, for their instruments' Use

one of the postulates to explain why'

28. Reseorch Find out more about

Euclid's book The Elements.What
made it such a significant book? Where

- did Euclid get his information?

29. How manY Planes contain three

collinear Points? ExPlain.

30. Which postulate is sometimes stated'as

"Two points determine a line"?

31. Stondordized Test PreP Which

of the following rs not an acceptable

name for the Plane shown?

A. plane RSZ

B. plane RSWZ

C. plane WSZ

D. plane RSTW

E. plane STZ

32. How many planes contain each line and point?

EF andpoint 0 b. PH andPoint E

FZ and point P d. EP and Point G

use inductive reasoning. what do you think is true of a line

and a point not on the line? ,

a.

c.

e.
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33. Logicol Reosoning suppose two lines intersect. How many

pties do you think contain both lines? Use the diagram at the

;'s;;;t"-;tain your answer.

Complete with always, sometimes, or never to make a true

statement.

34. Intersecting lines are coplanar.

35. Two planes intersect in exactlY one Point.



-15. Three points are

37. A iine and a point not on the line are

-lt. Four points are

coplanar.

coplanar.

meet in more than one point.

coplanar.

{1. Novigotion Rescue teams use the principles
in Postulates l-l and l_2 to determine the
iocation of a distress signal. In the diagram, a
ship at point A receives a signal from the
northeast. A ship at point B receives the same
iignal from due west. Trace the diagram and
trnd the locarion of the distress sign;I. Explain
horv rhe rwo posrulates help to firiA tl" to.uiion
of the distress signal.

€oordinat e Geometrf Are the points
crlftinear? Graph them to find oui.

3t. Trvo lines

{t
'i. tI (4.4). (-3. -3)

r-t. o) (8, ro) (+, o)

Open-ended Give an
--lassroom or your home
irlersecting in one line.

42. Q.+).(+.e). (0. z)

44. (0, o) (0,:) (0, -ro)

example from your
of three planes
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Opticcl fllusions The diagram athe right
:-r an optical illusion. Which points are
--t'rUinear,.A, B, C or A, B, D? Are you sure?
L'se a ruler to check your answer.
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hir{. I1d_out by creatins
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I and unfotd a piece of paper until they see a r
. resembl-ance to the real world. fufo" Vo* fltCea square :r from the Find Out question on p"!" 9 (or make a new rI g,n"l,. Use the existing creases i;';";ri;;' ,i"i"ii"o .r the ftower pictured ai tf,e right. Now try to creaG :I vour own origami, starting wiirr a rresh square oiiup"r. r
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